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Seat/seat position transfer 
Easy to handle and compact
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Novaltis

No dismantling of the jack is necessary.

The jack remains protected by the structure

of patient lift.

With its balanced and well-designed

structure, it can be vertically stored,

totally assembled and safely..
USEFUL AND PRACTICAL

BATTERY CHARGING :

by connecting directly the device to a wall mains plug thanks to the

integrated charger

or

at a distance by taking off the battery to connect it only 

in a wall mains plug.

Quick folding, discreet storage
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Light and easy to handle

Thanks to its minimum size and its strong and light structure, Novaltis is a manoeuvrable and secure patient lift.

61 cm

9 cm

Double-roller wheels, 

75-mm ∅.

High-level rolling and 

soundness.

Optimisation of the space at the base foot thanks to a

mechanical system without play.

Thanks to the ergonomic push-handle, people of all sizes can find their optimum

hand position.

Fast and effective transfer

Thanks to the new lumbar slings proposed on Novaltis, and to the

pillow foam ample and deep holds-shins comfortable, the transfer will

quickly be made and in complete safety.

This type of "semi-active" transfer particularly adapted to the patients

having difficulty holding the standing position, presents advantages

both for the transferred people and for the nursing :

- Stimulation of the residual autonomy.

- Beneficial lifting psychologically and physically, in particular 

for the transit.

- Change and toilet facilitated.

- Fast access and compactness of the product.



SPECIFICATIONS All the photographs are not contractual, and some components may
change for manufacturing or improving purposes.
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A DUPONT MEDICAL trademark

Reference of the Novaltis : SR2910000

Lifting capacity : 175 kg

Cylinder : 8000 N

Overall width of the base : 61 cm

Overall length : 94 cm

Base height : 9 cm

Push handle height : 79 to 101 cm

Inner feet spacing : 54 cm to 81 cm

Patient lift weight : 39 kg

Complies with NF - EN-standard / Cylinders IP X4 - 
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On structure, 

cylinder, 

and control box
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Novaltis

Two effective and ergonomic slings

Standard lumbar strap
Medium size - Réf. SR 370 1000
Large size - Réf. SR 370 2000

Lumbar strap with dorsal support
Medium size - Réf. SR 370 3000
Large size - Réf. SR 370 4000


